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Lewiston 1 a Savings Bank Block is an impressive Mansard style commercial
block. The building is square, seven bays, wide on each, side, with brick walls,
sandstone trim, a slate roof, and granite foundation. Including the Mansard
roof, there are four stories. The east side of the block comprises the principal
facade, with a secondary facade facing north. The south side abuts
onto another Building, while the west elevation is the rear of the block and
carries the same fenestration as the north and east facades, but lacking all
ornamentation.
The first story of the principal (east) facade Is occupied by three modern
shops which have covered original detailing with modern signs and fixtures.
However, this is the only exterior alteration to the bulding since its construe—
tion, and is of a cosmetic, rather that structural nature. The second story
carries rectangular two-over-one doubles-hung sash, windows crowned by simple sandstone lintels supported by consoles. The third story's windows are surmounted
by semi-circular arches and are two-over-one like the windows below. The dormer
windows in the roof feature steeply-pitched gable roofs with bracketed cornices;
the windows are two-over-two, except for the central dormer which contains a
pair of narrow one-over-one windows with Gothic arches.
The second, third, and fourth stories on the secondary (north)
identical in all respects with their counterparts which face east.
story on the north is different, however. This ffcsturfis a/searles of
ally seven) brick panels, each of which, contains a halfrsround blind
panel is topped by corBelling in brick.

facade are
The first
six (originwindow. Each

The block's detailing is fine. The corners of the building carry vermiculated
quoins. The cornice is bracketed above a plain entablature. There is no date
plaque.
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The Savings Bank Block Is one of Maine's finer examples of the Mansard style
commercial block. It is unquestionably a landmark of great local significance.
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE

The third quarter of the 19th century was a period of significant cultural
development for Lewis ton. Flanked by the Aridroscoggin River on the west, Lewiston's potential for industry was recognized as early as the 1820 f s. By midcentury Lewiston had become a textile manufacturing center and later one of the
major industrial cities in Maine.
In response to the growing need for financial institutions, construction of
the Savings Bank Block began on August 28, 1868 and the opening took place on
Saturday, January 29, 1870. The Savings Bank Block is historically significant
in two respects - its prime location and its architectural composition. The
Savings Bank Block is situated at the corner of Lisbon and Pine Streets which is
a major intersection in Lewiston. Architecturally, the building is ideally designed for its key location. The two main facades on the east and north adapt to
the corner siting. The structure is physically pleasant and is an excellent example of the Mansard Cfrench) style roof.
Unfortunately, nothing is known about the architect, or any early conceptions
which might have led to the design and construction of the building. George Hanson
was. the builder/contractor and J.P, Norton did the fine brickwork for the block.
The original function of the building was to house a bank and stores on the
main floor, other offices on the 2nd and 3rd floors, and a Masonic Hall on the
upper floor. The functional nature of the building has changed over the past 100
years and it now largely houses insurance and law firms as well as three retail
stores. The Masonic Hall is now vacant.
The Savings Bank Block has been and still is one of the larger commercial
properties in downtown Lewiston and is of great historic value as a tie with the
industrial emergence of the. city.
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